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Who's in front of you?
 Dirk Vansintjan (r)
- ° 1959, Halle, Flanders, Belgium

- master linguistics KULeuven (BE), 1982

- active in renewable energy sector in         

  Belgium since 1985

- co-founder of Ecopower

- vice-president of Belgian federation          

  REScoop.be

- president of European federation              

  REScoop.eu





What is a REScoop?

REScoop is short for a Renewable Energy Sources COOPerative.

However: REScoops are not only cooperatives, but also other 

groups of citizens engaging themselves together in the spirit of 

the Charter of REScoop.eu, including the 7 principles of the 

International Cooperative Alliance (ICA), 

often called:

 Community Power initiatives



Context of crises
     - financial crises

     - economical crises

     - system crises

     - environmental crises

     - energy crises

     - social crises

Energy is a mayor subject in de decades to come.

We witness an energy transition:

     - from fossile/nuclear to renewable energy

     - from centralised production to decentralised (right place, right time, right     
       quantity

     - from wasting energy to rational energy use.



Opportunity for citizens

Citizens and communities now have the opportunity to take an active role in the  
production, distribution and supply of energy.

Citizens do it anyway as:

   - consumers

   - tax payers

   - savers of money at the bank

REScoops are the ideal enterprises for citizens to seize this active role in the 
energy transition.

Citizens have the choice to ...

     





REScoop.be



REScoop.eu



REScoop 20-20-20 project

The REScoop 20-20-20 Intelligent Energy Europe project was launched 
to promote innovative and effective solutions for developing RES 
projects on both European and local scales. 

Its main objective is to help speed up local renewable energy projects in 
order to contribute to the achievement of the European 20-20-20 energy 
goals by increasing the involvement of citizens through REScoop 
projects.



Some provisional figures



Why so many differences?

- different policy in member states

       we need policy that enables citizens to organise in REScoops

- economy is not a natural law

       - framework of agreements and rules made by people

       - people elect politicians

       - rules are put to paper by politicians

       - politicians should know that people want a co-operative           

     economy

= advocacy (lobbying)



Advocacy European parliament

     REScoop.eu works closely together with Cooperatives Europe and its 

Energy working group to follow and comment on the legislative work 

done in the European parliament.

     - REUL report

     - State Aid guidelines

     - Energy 2030 

     - State Aid for nuclear

      e.g. REUL report, see:                                                                             

        http://www.rescoop.eu/sites/default/files/advocating_meeting_1_layout_ld.pdf



This report addresses the financial market barriers that threaten 

citizen RES-projects in different EU countries and points out the 

different solutions that already exist and could work to finance RES-e 

generation projects in areas where they did not yet                         

take off.

http://rescoop.eu/sites/default/files/project-resources/report_on_financial_barriers_and_existing_solutions_final.pdf

Report on financial barriers and 
existing solutions





Financing a REScoop project

In essence: in most EU countries RES-projects can be financed and 
citizens can finance together a RES-project

But: in certain countries it is easier than in others due to:

- legal                                                                                                           
- cultural                                                                                                       
- fiscal                                                                                                           
- economical reasons

e.g. Germany – FIT: more than 50% of RES by citizens/REScoops

e.g. Belgium – recognised coops can raise up to 5Meuro/year without      
       prospectus

e.g. Scotland – development insurance



Financing a REScoop project

Whereas: in others  it is difficult due to:

- legal                                                                                                           
- cultural                                                                                                       
- fiscal                                                                                                           
- economical reasons

e.g. France – more than 99 members in coop: prospectus required

Solution: - Cigalles: circles of citizens investing

                 - Energie Partagée: French REScoop investment fund



Financing a REScoop project

Ideal: 

- recognition by all member states that:                                                              
  coops, where the need of citizens/members/society is at the core of the          
  enterprise

  = better than

  greed of anonymous, speculative investors

- economical framework for REScoops so they can thrive like with FIT in        
  Germany

- insurance of development&start up so that as many citizens as possible can 
  co-operate even after the RES installation is build e.g. 3 years and 100%

- short term loans by ethical banks/EIB?

- revolving REScoop fund at EU level?



Financing a REScoop project

Ideal: 

- minimum participation in every windfarm at least 50% for                              
  citizens/municipalities

  Because: wind/water/sun = common goods: can't be privatised

Public procurement:

- tender must look for max. Participation of citizens and return for local 
economy

e.g. City of Eeklo (BE): not money makes the difference but commitment to 
local citizens and municipality

- smaller tenders

Bad example: Belgian offshore



The barriers to financing REScoop projects are not 

directly linked to financing instruments

Cultural and political factors:

   - Lack of knowledge regarding the cooperative model

   - Lack of legitimacy as a proper market player and low trust in the     

     cooperative model as an effective economic alternative

   - Level of political support to RES plays an important part in the         

     development of REScoops + political support to citizen-led                

     initiatives



The barriers to financing REScoop projects are 

not directly linked to financing instruments

Economic and management factors

  - Pre-planning stage barriers: skills and funds needed for the                

    development

  - Lack of guarantees for loans

  - Size of REScoop projects: outside mainstream financing order of        

    magnitude

Legal and administrative factors

  - Public offering regulation (access to equity capital)

  - Administrative barriers: cost and access to the grid

  - Unstable regulation (especially public support schemes for RES)



Horizon 2020 project proposal : REScoop MECISE

REScoops Mobilizing European Citizens to Invest in Sustainable Energy

  - invest in RES and EE (pubic buildings/social housing)

  - accompany their members in taking EE measures at home

  - REScoop revolving fund to help starting REScoops



REScoop 20-20-20 project 

partners support groups and 

cooperatives of citizens for 

renewable energy. 

Contact us for support! 

www.rescoop.eu 

Thank you 


